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XBD3 SECTION-DAY-EVENING-CLASS-CODE  X 
 
This element indicates whether this course section is a day class, evening class, or the class time is 
unknown. 
 
Sections are classified as Day, Evening, or Unknown in the following order of precedence: 
(1) Day Classes (2) Evening Classes (3) Unknown Classes.  This order for classifying a section as day, 
evening, or unknown is required because sections can have multiple session records associated with 
them, and a section can have one session scheduled in the day and another scheduled in the evening. 
 
ELEMENTS 
 
The reported / derived data elements used to derive the above element:
 
   XF04  SESSION-DAYS-SCHEDULED
   XF05  SESSION-MEETING-TIME-BEGINNING
 
CODING MEANING 

 
                     Day Class 

A 

Sections where at least one session record has a start time (XF05) beginning on or after 
6:00 A.M. and before 4:30 P.M., and has days scheduled (XF04) of Monday through 
Friday, Irregularly Scheduled, or To Be Arranged.  The class can be scheduled to meet 
on Saturday and or Sunday, in addition to the days just mentioned. 

 
                     Evening Class 

B 

All Sections that do not meet the Day criteria and have at least one session record that 
meets the following criteria:           
     1.  The session meets on Saturday and/or Sunday regardless of the session start  
          time (even if the start time is unknown [99:99] or is missing [Group 3, allowed    
          prior to 1/1/95])                           or 
     2.  The session has a start time beginning on or after 4:30 P.M. and before 6:00   
          A.M. regardless of the days scheduled (even if the days scheduled is missing  
          [Group3, allowed prior to 1/1/95]). 

 
                     Unknown Class 

X All sections that meet neither the Day  nor the Evening criteria. 
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XBD3   SECTION-DAY-EVENING-CLASS-CODE

XBD3   SECTION 
 
The following table illustrates the possible ways in which this element will be coded based on the 
values in XF04 and XF05.  This table assumes one session per section record.  Refer to the above 
descriptions to understand how multiple session records affect whether a section is considered a day, 
evening or unknown class. 
 
NOTE:  “Missing" indicates that the element (either XF04 or XF05) was reported as spaces by the  
             district. 
(Irr = Irregularly Scheduled     TBA = To Be Arranged) 
 
XBD3          XF05     XF04
   A  6:00am - 4:29pm    M-F
   A  6:00am - 4:29pm    Irr/TBA
 
   B  6:00am - 4:29pm    SAT/SUN
   B  4:30pm - 5:59am    M-F
   B  4:30pm - 5:59am    SAT/SUN
   B  4:30pm - 5:59am    Irr/TBA
   B  4:30pm - 5:59am    missing
   B  99:99      SAT/SUN
   B  missing     SAT/SUN
 
   X  6:00am - 4:29pm    missing
   X  99:99      M-F
   X  99:99      Irr/TBA
   X  99:99      missing
   X  missing     M-F
   X     missing        Irr/TBA
   X    missing         missing
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